The sad tale of Isabella and Joseph Kipling
Joseph was the son of Lionel Kipling, porter at Raby Castle in Durham. For a while,
he was a barman at his brother’s pub in London.
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Isabella was the daughter of Richard Wadeson, originally a shoemaker and later a
railway stationmaster.
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Joseph and Isabella married in 1865, when he was a shipping office clerk in West
Hartlepool and she had been a housemaid in Liverpool. Perhaps Joseph had spent time
working in Liverpool too.

Mill Street, Stockton 1871

By 1875, the marriage was clearly not working.

Daily Gazette for Middlesbrough 27 September 1875

Four years later Joseph lost a court case about an alleged bet.

Hartlepool Mail 12 March 1879
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It seems that the marriage had broken up by 1881 and Isabella had returned to
Lancashire.
Ten year later Joseph was still in Stockton but I cannot find Isabella. Joseph died in
1893.
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Isabella was convicted of prostitution in Liverpool at the age of 58 and spent 2
months in Wakefield prison.

Records of HMP Wakefield

Isabella was convicted again in 1898.

Records of HMP Wakefield

She died in the Liverpool Workhouse in 1900.

APPENDIX
In 1870, an Isabella Kipling was involved in a dispute with a neighbour involving an
assault with a sweeping brush. The report opens by saying that Isabella was the one
assaulted but the report reads as if it was the other way around. In particular, Sarah
Oliver was the mother of Mary Nicholson, and Mary Nicholson was the one with a
young child whose paternity was being questioned.

Daily Gazette for Middlesbrough 15 August 1870

However, it is not clear which Isabella Kipling was involved, as there was another
Isabella Kipling in Stockton at the time, the wife of William Kipling, born in
Cotherstone. They lived very close to Joseph and Isabella in 1871 but are not related.

1871 Vane Street, Stockton.

Mary Nicholson and Sarah Oliver can both be found in the 1871 census as near
neighbours.

1871 Tilery Terrace, Stockton

1871 Norton Road, Stockton.

Given the future course of events, it seems to me more likely that it was Joseph’s wife
who was involved. William and Isabella lived together in Stockton for at least another
twenty years.

